
Tuesday



PA Games



Learning 
Targets

1. I CAN use sentence structure 
to improve my vocabulary.

1. I CAN code syllables to read 
troublesome words. 

1. I CAN review and use 
inferencing to understand a 
text.

1. I CAN review last week’s PM.





I Can use sentence structure to improve my vocabulary.

The global population has grown a lot over the past fifty years.  

Base Word _________________

Definition_____________________________________

The city was __________________ known for having the best french fries 
ever!  



I Can code
Syllables in 

troublesome 
words. 

Comprehension

Nonrenewable

contemplation



I CAN use 
inferencing to 
understand a 

text.



Review PM



Wednesday



PA Games



Learning 
Targets

1. I CAN use sentence structure 
to improve my vocabulary.

1. I CAN use text details to 
understand characters.

1. I CAN write a 5 star sentence.





I Can use sentence structure to improve my vocabulary.

Stella’s family always goes abroad during the summer. They visit family in 
Italy.

Definition_____________________________________

It’s exciting to go _____________ and eat foods from different cultures.



I CAN use text 
details to 

understand 
characters.



I CAN use text 
details to 

understand 
characters.







Thursday



PA Games



Learning 
Targets

1. I CAN use sentence structure 
to improve my vocabulary.

1. I CAN use text details to 
understand characters.



Why is reading important?



I Can use sentence structure to improve my vocabulary.

A few hundred doctors went to the conference where they learned new 
ways to help patients.

Base Word _________________

Definition_____________________________________

A few hundred doctors were ___________________ about new ways to help 
patients.



I CAN use text 
details to 

understand 
characters.



I CAN use text 
details to 

understand 
characters.



5 Star Sentences!

★ Uppercase Letter to 
start the sentence.

★ There are spaces between 
every word.

★ I used neat handwriting.

★ End with Punctuation.

★ Does it make sense?

Write about how you and 
Jane are similar or 

different.




